The joint probability density function, evaluated at the observed data, is commonly used as the likelihood function to compute maximum likelihood estimates. For some models, however, there exist paths in the parameter space along which this densityapproximation likelihood goes to infinity and maximum likelihood estimation breaks down. In applications, all observed data are discrete due to the round-off or grouping error of measurements. The "correct likelihood" based on interval censoring can eliminate the problem of an unbounded likelihood. This paper categorizes the models leading to unbounded likelihoods into three groups and illustrates the density breakdown with specific examples. We also study the effect of the round-off error on estimation, and give a sufficient condition for the joint density to provide the same maximum likelihood estimate as the correct likelihood, as the round-off error goes to zero.
Introduction

Background
Because of inherent limitations of measuring instruments, all continuous numerical data are subject to the round-off or grouping error of measurements. This has been described, for example, by Kempthorne (1966) , Barnard (1967) , Kempthorne and Folks (1971) , Giesbrecht and Kempthorne (1976) , Cheng and Iles (1987) , and Vardeman and Lee (2005) .
For the sake of discussion, suppose that data come from an accurate source with no bias or measurement error (the usual tacit assumption in elementary statistical analysis).
An example would be a properly calibrated digital voltmeter. Rounding is controlled by the choice of how many digits to display or record, after the decimal place. If the voltmeter rounds to the nearest integer, there would be a rounding uncertainty of plus/minus ∆ = 0.5; if the voltmeter rounds to the nearest 0.1, there would be a rounding uncertainty of plus/minus ∆ = 0.05, and so on. Other rounding conventions could be followed, but would not have any effect on the main points or conclusions to be presented in this paper.
For convenience, such discrete observations are often modeled on a continuous scale.
Usually, when the round-off error is small, the likelihood for a sample of independent observations is defined as the product of the probability densities evaluated at each of the "exact" observations. For some models, however, such a likelihood may be unbounded along certain paths in the parameter space, causing numerical and statistical problems in maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. As has been suggested in the references above, using the correct likelihood based on small intervals (e.g., implied by the data's precision) instead of the density approximation will eliminate the problem of an unbounded likelihood. Practitioners should know about the potential problems of an unbounded likelihood and how to use the correct likelihood to avoid the problems. The purpose of this paper is to review and consolidate previous results concerning this problem, to provide a classification of models that lead to an unbounded "likelihood," and to present related theoretical results. 
An Illustrative Example
Example 11.17 of Meeker and Escobar (1998) illustrates ML estimation for the three-parameter lognormal distribution using the diesel generator fan data given in Nelson (1982, page 133 ).
The likelihood function based on the usual density approximation for exact failures at time t i , i = 1, . . . , n has the form
where
is the probability density function (pdf) of the three-parameter lognormal distribution and θ = (µ, σ, γ) . Here φ nor is the pdf for the standard normal distribution and exp(µ), σ and γ are the scale, shape and threshold parameters, respectively. As the threshold parameter γ approaches the smallest observation t (1) , the profile log-likelihood for γ in Figure 1 (a) increases without bound (i.e., L(θ) → ∞), indicating the breakdown in the density approximation. For the diesel generator fan data, there is a local maximum that corresponds to the maximum of the correct likelihood. For some data sets, the local maximum is dominated by the unbounded behavior.
A Simple Remedy
The unboundedness of the likelihood can cause computational difficulties or convergence to a nonsense maximum of the density-approximation likelihood. As suggested in the references in Section 1.1, using the "correct likelihood" that acknowledges rounding in the data and is based on interval censoring (instead of the density-approximation likelihood) will eliminate the problem of an unbounded likelihood. Because probabilities can not be larger than 1, the correct likelihood will always be bounded. The correct likelihood can be expressed as
where, for the example in Section 1.2,
is the three-parameter lognormal cumulative distribution function (cdf). Here Φ nor is the cdf for the standard normal distribution.
The values of ∆ i reflect the round-off error in the data and may depend on the magnitude of the observations. For the diesel generator fan data, because the life times were recorded to a precision of ±5 hours, we choose ∆ i = 5 for all of the t i values. Figure 1 (b) shows that, with the correct likelihood, the profile plot is well behaved with a clear maximum at a value of γ that is a little less than 400.
R. A. Fisher's Definition of Likelihood
Fisher (e.g., 1912, page 157) suggests that a likelihood defined by a product of densities should be proportional to the probability of the data (which we now know is often, but not always true). In particular, he says ". . . then P [the joint density] is proportional to the chance of a given set of observations occurring." Fisher (1922, page 327) points out that "Likelihood [expressed as a joint probability density] also differs from probability in that it is not a differential element, and is incapable of being integrated: it is assigned to a particular point of the range of variation, not to a particular element of it."
Related Literature
Cheng can use the smallest observation to estimate the threshold parameter and then estimate the other two parameters using the remaining observations. This method has been further studied by Smith and Weissman (1985) . Although the smallest observation is the ML estimator of the threshold parameter, under this method, the ML estimators of the other parameters are no longer consistent. Kempthorne (1966) and Barnard (1967) suggest a method that is similar to the interval-censoring approach; their method groups the observations into nonoverlapping cells, implying a multinomial distribution in which the cell probabilities depend on the unknown parameters.
Cheng and Traylor (1995) describe the unbounded likelihood problem as one of the four types of non-regular maximum likelihood problems with specific examples including the three-parameter Weibull distribution and discrete mixture models. Cheng and Amin (1983) point out that in the three-parameter lognormal, Weibull and gamma distributions, there exist paths in the parameter space where as the threshold parameter tends to the smallest observation, the density-approximation likelihood function approaches infinity. Giesbrecht and Kempthorne (1976) show that the unbounded likelihood problem of the three-parameter lognormal distribution can be overcome by using the correct likelihood instead of the density approximation. Atkinson, Pericchi, and Smith (1991) apply the grouped-data likelihood approach to the shifted power transformation model of Box and Cox (1964) . Kulldorff (1957 Kulldorff ( , 1961 argues that ML estimators based on the correct likelihood for grouped data are consistent and asymptotically efficient. Other examples of unbounded density-approximation likelihood functions are given in Section 2.
Overview
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 divides the models leading to unbounded likelihoods into three categories and for each category, illustrates the densityapproximation breakdown with specific examples frequently encountered in practice. Section 3, using the minimum GEV distribution and the mixture of two univariate normal distributions (both of which have unbounded likelihood functions) as examples, studies the effect that different amounts of the round-off error have on estimation. Section 4 describes the equicontinuity condition, which is a sufficient condition for the product of densities to provide the same maximum likelihood estimate as the correct likelihood, as the round-off error goes to zero. Section 5 provides some conclusions.
A Classification of Unbounded "Likelihoods"
In this section, we divide the models that have an unbounded density-approximation likelihood into three categories.
• Continuous univariate distributions with three or four parameters, including a threshold parameter.
• Discrete mixture models of continuous distributions for which at least one component has both a location and a scale parameter.
• Minimum-type (and maximum-type) models for which at least one of the marginal distributions has both a location and a scale parameter.
The classification we provide includes all of the unbounded likelihood situations that we have observed or found in the literature. Our classification, however, may not be exhaustive.
Continuous Univariate Distributions with Three or Four Parameters, Including a Threshold Parameter
For n independent and identically distributed (iid) observations x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n from a certain distribution with a threshold parameter that shifts the distribution by an amount γ, the pdf is f (x) > 0 for all x > γ and f (x) = 0 for x ≤ γ. Generally, there exist paths in the parameter space where the "likelihood" function grows without bound as the threshold parameter tends to the smallest observation. For example, in the log-location-scale distributions (e.g.,
Weibull, Fréchet, loglogistic and lognormal) with a threshold parameter, the pdf is
where f 0 (x) > 0 for all x is the pdf of a location-scale distribution. Here exp(µ) is a scale parameter, σ > 0 is a shape parameter, and γ is a threshold parameter. The density-
The simple example in Section 1.2 using the three-parameter lognormal distribution is an example in this category. The profile plot in Figure 1 (a) indicates the breakdown of the density approximation as the threshold parameter approaches the smallest observation. The unboundedness can be eliminated with the correct likelihood L(µ, σ, γ) as shown in Figure   1 (b).
The three-parameter gamma and Weibull distributions also fall into this category. Cheng and Traylor (1995) point out that one can extend the three-parameter Weibull distribution to the maximum generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution by letting the power parameter become negative. Hirose (1996) gives details about how to obtain the minimum GEV distribution by reparameterizing the three-parameter Weibull distribution. The minimum GEV family has the cdf
Here ξ is a shape parameter and µ and σ are, respectively, location and scale parameters.
Coles and Dixon (1999) suggest that when the number of observations is small (say less than 30) , no matter what the initial values are in the numerical optimization algorithm, ML estimation of the maximum GEV parameters can fail to converge properly. In the minimum GEV distribution, for any location parameter µ, one can always find a path along which the values of σ and ξ change and the density-approximation log-likelihood increases without bound. There is a similar result for the maximum GEV distribution. To illustrate this behavior Figure 2 (a) plots the density-approximation log-likelihood for a simulated sample of n = 20 observations from a minimum GEV distribution with µ = −2.2, σ = 0.5, and ξ = −0.2 as a function of µ for three different combinations of fixed σ and ξ. Instead of using the profile log-likelihood plot with respect to the location parameter µ that blows up at any µ, an alternative density log-likelihood plot is used to present the unbounded behavior.
This plot indicates that when the shape parameter ξ < −1, as the location parameter µ approaches x (1) − σ/ξ and σ > 0 and ξ < −1 are fixed, the density-approximation loglikelihood increases without bound. When the shape parameter −1 < ξ < 0, as the location parameter µ approaches x (1) − σ/ξ and σ > 0 and −1 < ξ < 0 are fixed, the densityapproximation log-likelihood decreases without bound. The local maximum is close to the true µ at −2.2. If the shape parameter ξ > 0, as the location parameter µ approaches x (20) − σ/ξ, the density-approximation log-likelihood again increases without bound. For all of these cases, the unboundedness can be eliminated by using the correct likelihood as shown by the profile log-likelihood plot in Figure 2 
Suppose that y i iid ∼ Normal (µ, σ 2 ), i = 1, . . . , n. Then the likelihood function for the original observations x i , i = 1, . . . , n using the density approximation is (1) where the density is given by
and θ = (µ, σ, γ, λ) . Section 9.3 of Atkinson (1985) shows that the profile log-likelihood log L * (γ) = max λ,µ,σ { log L(µ, σ, γ, λ)} goes to ∞ as γ → −x (1) . Atkinson, Pericchi and Smith (1991) illustrate that the correct likelihood can be used to avoid the unbounded likelihood problem for this distribution.
Discrete Mixture Models Where at Least One Component
Has Both a Location and a Scale Parameter
Suppose there are n iid observations x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n from the m-component discrete mixture distribution with the pdf
where θ = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m , θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ m ) , p i is the proportion of component i with m i=1 p i = 1 and for at least one i, the pdf for component i can be expressed as
That Figure 3 (a) shows that as δ approaches 0, the density-approximation profile log-likelihood of δ increases without bound. The counterpart in Figure 3 (b) using the correct likelihood solves the unboundedness problem. This plot also shows that the correct log-likelihood profile for δ tends to be flat for small values of δ. This is due to the fact that as δ approaches 0, the log-likelihood function is dominated by two parts: one part comes from the point mass at the smallest observation x (1) , the other part is the log-likelihood of x (2) , . . . , x (100) that follow the other normal distribution.
The switching regression model, described in Quandt (1972) and Quandt and Ramsey (1978) , provides another example in this mixture category in which there is a finite mixture of regression models. For example, when there are m = 2 components, the pdf is given by (6) with
The switching regression model is a special case of the m-component discrete mixture distribution with µ i = x i β i . Protheroe (1985) proposes a new statistic to describe the periodic ultra-high energy γ-ray signal source represented by a moving point on a circle. As explained there, events observed in time are caused by a background process in which the noise occurs according to a Poisson process with a constant intensity. Events from the "signal" occur according to a process with an intensity that is periodic with a known period P . For the event times T 1 , T 2 , . . . , the transformation X i = mod(T i , P )/P maps the periodic event time into a circle with a unit circumference. As shown in Meeker and Escobar (1994) , the pdf of X can be written as 
where θ = (µ, σ, p) , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 < p < 1, 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, σ > 0, and
where φ nor is the standard normal pdf. Here, f N (x; µ, σ) is the pdf for a "wrapped normal distribution." For any 0 < p < 1, let µ = x i for any i, where x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n are iid transformed observations with the pdf f X (x; θ), and then as σ → 0, the product of the pdf's approaches ∞. Section 8.3.2 of Meeker and Escobar (1994) shows how to use ML to estimate the parameters of the wrapped normal distribution by using the bounded correct likelihood.
Minimum-Type (and Maximum-Type) Models Where at Least One of the Marginal Distributions Has Both a Location and a Scale Parameter
For m ≥ 2 independent random variables X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m with cdf F i (x; θ i ) and pdf f i (x; θ i ), the cdf F min (x; θ) of the minimum X min = min{X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m } can be expressed as
Then, the pdf of X min is
Suppose again that for at least one i,
which is the pdf belonging to the location-scale family with location parameter µ i and scale parameter σ i . Then for n iid observations x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n with the pdf f min (x; θ), if one sets the location parameter for one of the components equal to the largest observation and allows the corresponding scale parameter to approach zero while fixing other parameter values, the likelihood increases without bound.
Friedman and Gertsbakh (1980) describe a minimum-type distribution (MTD) that is a special case of (7) with two random failure times:
The failure time of the device is T = min{t A , t B } with cdf
The cdf for Y = log (T ) can be written as
where µ B = log(α B ) and µ A = log(α A ) are location parameters and σ A = 1/β A is the scale parameter of the smallest extreme value distribution. Friedman and Gertsbakh (1980) show that if all three parameters are unknown, there exists a path in the parameter space along which the likelihood function tends to infinity for any given sample and suggest an alternative method of estimation.
We simulated 100 observations t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t 100 from the MTD in (8) with α A = 2, β A = 4, and α B = 1. Figure 4 (a) shows that when µ A = log(t (100) ), µ B is fixed and σ A approaches zero, the log-likelihood function increases without bound. The unboundedness problem can again be resolved by using the correct likelihood as shown in Figure 4 (b).
The correct likelihood has a global maximum in situations where a sufficient amount of data is available from each component of the minimum process. When, however, one or the other of the minimum process dominates in generating the data, due to particular values of the parameters or right censoring, there can be an identifiability problem so that a unique maximum of the three-parameter likelihood will not exist.
The simple disequilibrium model illustrated in Griliches and Intriligator (1983) is another special case of the minimum-type model. They consider two random variables X 1 and X 2 from a normal distribution leading again to the likelihood function in (1) with
where θ = (β 1 , β 2 , σ 1 , σ 2 ) . An argument very similar to that employed in the case of the switching regression model can be used to show that the simple disequilibrium model has an unbounded likelihood function. Again, using the correct likelihood avoids this problem.
Maximum-type models for which at least one of the marginal distributions has both a location and scale parameter have the same problem as the minimum-type models. 
The Effect of the Round-off Error on Estimation
In this section we use two examples to explore the effect that the round-off error ∆ has on estimation with the correct likelihood. Of course, if one knows the precision of the measuring instrument and the rule that was used for rounding one's data, the choice of ∆ is obvious.
Sometimes, however, the precision of the measuring instrument and the exact rounding scheme that was used for a data set are unknown.
Background
Giesbrecht and Kempthorne (1976) present an empirical study that investigates the effect of the round-off error ∆ for estimation of the parameters for the three-parameter lognormal distribution. As ∆ decreases, the asymptotic variances and covariances of the MLE of the have an important effect on inferences when the ratio of ∆/σ is large (say more than 3).
Numerical Examples
In the first example, we investigate the effect of the round-off error on estimation of the location parameter for the minimum GEV distribution. Vardeman and Lee (2005) suggest (for a different distribution) that the round-off error ∆ should be sufficiently large (equivalently, the number of digits after the decimal point should be sufficiently small), relative to the range of the rounded observations, so that the maximum of the correct likelihood function exists. We consider four different minimum GEV distributions with a common location parameter µ = −2.2 and shape parameter ξ = −0.2 but different scale parameters σ =0.3, 0.5, 1, and 2. For each minimum GEV distribution, we generated 15 samples, each with n = 20 observations. For a given rounding scheme, the correct likelihood of the minimum GEV distribution (proportional to the probability of the data) for a sample x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 20
can be written as
where l x i k and u x i k are respectively the lower and upper endpoints of the interval with k digits after the decimal point for the ith observation and θ = (µ, σ, ξ, k) .
For different values of σ, the plots in Figure 5 compare the location parameter estimates µ when k, the number of digits after the decimal point, varies from 1 to 4 (i.e., the corresponding round-off error ∆ changes from 0.05 to 0.00005). We did not use the same y-axis range in these four plots to allow focus on the stability of the estimates as a function of k. Figure   5 indicates that when σ is small, more samples provide different parameter estimates µ for different numbers of digits after the decimal point k than in the situation with large σ.
This is true especially when the number of digits after the decimal point k is small (i.e.,
∆ is large). In this example, when σ is 2, the choice of k does not significantly affect the estimation of the location parameter µ. For the second example, we return to the mixture of two univariate normal distributions in Section 2.2 to study the effect that ∆ in the correct likelihood has on estimation. The plots in Figure 3 for ∆ = 0.05 are relatively smooth. Rounding the same original observations x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 100 to two digits after the decimal point, the profile log-likelihood functions with ∆ = 0.005 in Figure 6 are more wiggly than the corresponding profile log-likelihood functions, in Figure 3 with ∆ = 0.05, especially in the right part of the plots. The occurrence of multiple bumps in the profile log-likelihood curves, for ∆ = 0.005 is due to the fact that increasing the data precision will result in more distinct clusters with data points close together. As in Figure 3 , we note that the profile log-likelihood plot using the correct likelihood is flat as δ approaches 0.
A Sufficient Condition for Using the Density-Approximation Likelihood
As discussed in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, the likelihood function based on the usual density approximation for n iid observations t i , i = 1, . . . , n has the form
The correct likelihood based on small intervals (t i − ∆, t i + ∆) (implied by the data's precision) can be expressed as
Here, for simplicity we assume that ∆ i = ∆ for all i. Kempthorne and Folks (1971, page 259) state that a sufficient condition for L(θ) to be proportional to the probability of the data (i.e., to be a proper likelihood) is to satisfy the Lipschitz condition which states that for all = 0 in the interval (−∆/2, ∆/2) (∆ > 0 is fixed), there exists a function h(t; θ) such that f (t + ; θ) − f (t; θ) < h(t; θ).
Kempthorne and Folks (1971) did not provide a proof and we have been unable to find one. Also, we have been unable to construct or find a pdf f (t; θ) that satisfies the Lipschitz condition but has different ML estimates when using the density approximation and the correct likelihoods as ∆ → 0. We, therefore, look at this problem from a different perspective and provide an alternative sufficient condition through Theorem 1 and its corollary.
Theorem 1: For n iid observations t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n from a distribution with the pdf f (t; θ) and θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R p , if {f (t; θ)} θ∈Θ is equicontinuous at t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , then the correct likelihood {L ∆ (θ)} converges uniformly to the density-approximation likelihood L(θ) as ∆ → 0.
The proof is given in the Appendix 6.1. By the property of a uniformly convergent sequence described by Intriligator (1971) , if {L ∆ (θ)} converges uniformly to L(θ) as ∆ → 0, then {θ * ∆ } converges to θ * , where θ * ∆ and θ * are the unique maximizers of L ∆ (θ) and L(θ), respectively, assuming that θ * ∆ and θ * exist in the parameter space Θ. We now have the following corollary.
Corollary 1: For n iid observations t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n from a distribution with the pdf f (t; θ)
for θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R p , if {f (t; θ)} θ∈Θ is equicontinuous at t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , then {θ * ∆ } converges to θ * as ∆ → 0, where θ * ∆ and θ * are the unique maximizers of L ∆ (θ) and L(θ), respectively, assuming that θ * ∆ and θ * exist in the parameter space Θ.
The equicontinuity condition, however, is not necessary. An example is given in the Appendix 6.2.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we used the correct likelihood based on small intervals instead of the density approximation to eliminate the problem of an unbounded likelihood. We explored several classes of models where the unbounded "likelihood" arises when using the densityapproximation likelihood and illustrated how using a correctly expressed likelihood can eliminate the problem. We investigated the effect that the round-off error has on estimation with the correct likelihood, especially under the circumstance having unknown precision of the measuring instrument. The equicontinuity condition is sufficient for the density approximation and correct likelihoods to provide the same MLE's as the round-off error ∆ → 0.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1
If {f (t; θ)} θ∈Θ is equicontinuous at t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , then for each t i , for any > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that if |t−t i | < δ, then |f (t; θ)−f (t i ; θ)| < for all θ ∈ Θ. Hence, for 0 < ∆ < δ,
2∆
|f (t; θ) − f (t i ; θ)| dt < .
Therefore, for every t i , {
t i +∆ t i −∆ f (t; θ) dt} converges uniformly to f (t i , θ), and thus {L ∆ (θ)} converges uniformly to L(θ) as ∆ → 0.
An Example Showing the Equicontinuity Condition Is Not Necessary
The pdf {f (x; θ)} θ∈Θ below is not equicontinuous at x = 0 or 2, but the ML estimates using Also, f (x, 0) = x/2 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 and f (x, 2) = 1 − x/2 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2. Note that {f (x, θ)} θ∈Θ is not equicontinuous at x = 0 or 2, because f (x, θ) is not even continuous at x = 0 or 2 for θ ∈ [0, 2]. Suppose that n = 1 and we have one observation x 1 . When using the density-approximation likelihood, if 0 ≤ x 1 < 1, the ML estimate is θ = 2; if 1 < x 1 ≤ 2, the ML estimate is θ = 0; if x 1 = 1, the ML estimate is θ = 0 or 2 (not unique). For 0 < θ < 2, the cdf has the form , if θ ≤ x ≤ 2.
Also, F (x, 0) = x 2 /4 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2, and F (x, 2) = x − x 2 /4 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2.
For 0 < x 1 < 2, consider 0 < ∆ < min Note that for
for 0 < θ < x 1 − ∆,
and for x 1 + ∆ < θ < 2,
Thus the ML estimate using the correct likelihood is This is exactly the same as the θ we obtained before when using the density-approximation likelihood.
For x 1 = 0, we have
